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Extending holographic LEED to ordered small-unit-cell superstructures
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Following on the success of the recent application of holographic LEED to the determination of the three-
dimensional atomic geometry of Si adatoms on a SiC(111)p(333) surface, which enabled that structure to be
solved, we show in this paper that a similar technique allows the direct recovery of the local geometry of
adsorbates forming superstructures as small asp(232), even in the presence of a local substrate reconstruc-
tion. @S0163-1829~98!07928-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The short inelastic scattering length of low-energy el
trons makes them ideal tools for surface crystallography.
energy variations of the intensities@I (V) curves# of the re-
flected Bragg beams depend sensitively on the structur
the few outermost atomic layers, which is usually deduc
by a trial-and-error fitting to simulatedI (V) curves from
model structures.1

Even for a single model structure the calculation of a
of I (V) curves is no trivial task. The calculation requires tw
main ingredients: first, a representation of the scatter
properties of each of the atoms of the presumed structu
this is parametrized in a set of energy-dependentphase shifts
for each angular momentum quantum number. Second,
necessary to evaluate the scattering of electrons amon
atoms of the sample. During the 1960’s and 1970’s ma
ingenious methods were developed to efficiently sum
multiple-scattering paths followed by the electrons fro
source to detector.1,2

Although many of the simpler surface structures we
solved during this period, it was also becoming clear t
more complicated structures would probably forever lie
yond the reach of standard multiple-scattering trial-and-e
fitting methods due to the exponential scaling of compu
time with the number of parameters to be fitted. A simp
example makes this abundantly clear: suppose we nee
determine the three Cartesian coordinates ofN symmetry in-
equivalent atoms, and for this purpose we consider mo
with 10 values of each coordinate. The time required for
exhaustive search among these parameters isT5S3103N,
whereS is the time required to calculate the low-energy ele
tron diffraction ~LEED! spectra from each model. TakingS
51 second andN53 we findT530 years. Just doubling th
number of atoms toN56 results in a timeT of the order of
the age of the universe! In the latter case, increases in c
puter speeds by even a millionfold would only bringT down
to a few millennia.~Of course, the above time estimat
would be reduced considerably if it were judged that not
three Cartesian coordinates need to be determined inde
dently.!
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~7!/4102~9!/$15.00
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Obviously there is a need to examine some alternative
exhaustive trial-and-error searches. Consequently, pr
dures applying a directed search in the multidimensional
rameter space have been developed~for reviews see, e.g.
Refs. 3 and 4!. In this context the testing of simulated an
nealinglike and genetic algorithms5 are certainly steps in a
most promising direction. Also, quasidirect methods we
developed allowing a search-free optimization of structu
parameters once a model near the correct structure had
found or guessed.6 The other approach that has shown co
siderable promise for LEED in recent years has been
holographic method.7

This has been applied primarily to surfaces contain
adatoms of either the same or different species than the
face atoms. Initially it was used to reconstruct a thre
dimensional~3D! image of the local geometry of disordere
atomic adsorbates on a surface from thediffuse LEED
~DLEED! patterns in which the electron intensity betwe
the Bragg spots is capable of a holographic interpretatio8

Recent work has shown that essentially the same nume
algorithm is able to form an image of the local geometry
Si on a SiC(111)-p(333) surface.9 This work was impor-
tant in that it showed that the holographic method can
applied to the case of an ordered array of adatoms o
surface by operating on the intensities of superstructure~or
fractional-order! Bragg spots, and in that it actually was th
catalyst to the solution of this rather complex structure t
was most likely beyond the scope of the current techniq
of conventional LEED analysis.

As has been pointed out earlier,10–13 a set of superstruc
ture Bragg spots from an ordered array of adsorbates ma
thought of as sampling the corresponding diffuse LEED
tensities at the positions of these spots. In the case of a l
adsorbate unit cell like the~333! one in the above-cited
case, the diffuse intensities may be thought as being sam
over a rather dense grid in the reciprocal-space planes p
lel to the surface. However, within the class of ordered
sorbate superstructures, those of smaller unit cells are m
more frequently observed. One such set of superstruct
that still can present difficulties for present state-of-the-
conventional LEED methods are thep(232) structures. It is
4102 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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the aim of the present paper to show that even this clas
adsorbate superstructures may also be brought within
purview of holographic LEED methods.

II. THE ‘‘CORRECT’’ ALGORITHM FOR DIFFUSE LEED

Holographic methods have already been employed s
cessfully to reconstruct the local geometry of disorde
atomic adsorbates on a crystal surface.14–17 In the corre-
sponding diffuse LEED patterns, diffraction intensity can
measured in the areas between the Bragg spots. This in
sity arises from elastic scattering from a surface exhibit
structural elements lacking lateral translational symmetry
one considers elastic scattering from a surface containin
single adsorbate atom, it is obvious that the DLEED intens
Ha it gives rise to can arise from just those scattering pa
that include a scattering from the adsorbate atom since th
the only one that breaks the lateral periodicity of the surfa
The diffuse intensity from a disordered layer of such ads
bates in the same local sites of a flat substrate may
written18

H~k!5Ha~k!S~ki!, ~2.1!

wherek[(ki ,k') is the wave vector of the detected ele
tron, ki its component parallel to,k' that perpendicular to
the surface, andS is a lattice factor that quantifies the degr
of long-range order among the adsorbates. In the cas
perfect lattice-gas disorder, which might be expected at v
low adsorbate coverages,Sbecomes constant and equal toN,
the total number of adsorbates illuminated by the elect
beam, except in the parts of the diffraction pattern occup
by the substrate Bragg spots~which are excluded in prac
tice!, where it is equal toN2. Thus the accessible part of th
DLEED pattern is just a more intense version ofHa .

The holographic view of DLEED~Ref. 8! focuses on the
fact that the obligatory scattering at an adsorbate leads
natural separation of all scattering paths: electrons the fi
scattering of which is by an adsorbate form thereference
waveR(k), while those scattered subsequently by subst
atoms before reaching the detector provide theobject wave
O(k). On this picture of the adsorbate as a microsco
beam splitter,Ha can be written

Ha~k!5uR~k!1O~k!u2. ~2.2!

For a single DLEED pattern, it was suggested that
holographic reconstruction algorithm derived by Barton19 for
photoelectron holography could be used to produce a
image of the local atomic environment of the adsorba
Consequently, the numerical inversion algorithm can be
mulated as a phased 2D Fourier transform of the DLE
data overki .

Due to the fact that DLEED patterns of different electr
energies can be measured easily, the idea emerged that
mation from several such patterns could profitably be co
bined in reconstructing the image.8 Indeed, multienergy re-
construction algorithms20,22 led to a considerable
improvement in the images that could at that time be ca
reliable for the first time. Apart from suppressing the u
wanted holographic twin image, the additional stationa
phase condition arising from the integral over energies w
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designed to single out the contributions due to the kinem
object wave. A benefit from this is that corrections for t
remaining anisotropies of the reference and object wa
may then be performed by assuming rather simple forms
these quantities.21 Subsequently, many variants of multien
ergy reconstruction algorithms have been suggested.23

The most successful of such holographic DLEED inv
sion algorithms to date has been theCompensated Object
and Reference-wave Reconstruction by an Energy-depen
Cartesian Transform~CORRECT!.24 Unlike previous multi-
energy algorithms that perform the 3D holographic reco
struction integral in a polar coordinate system~angle and
energy!, this transform operates on a Cartesian data in
(ki,k').17 Considering that a superstructure spot is char
terized by a constantki under changes of electron energ
this algorithm has the advantage of being most suitable
an extension to diffraction data from ordered superstructu
With this algorithm, the reconstructed real-space distribut
around the adsorbateuB(r )u2 @wherer[(r i,z) is a position
vector relative to an origin at an adsorbate with compone
r i parallel andz perpendicular to the surface# can be calcu-
lated via

B~r !5E E
ki
F E

k'

K~ki ,k' ;r !x~ki ,k'!e2 i ~kr2k'z!dk'G
3eiki•r id2ki . ~2.3!

Apart from the obvious fact that this involves a 3D int
gral over reciprocal space, two noteworthy features are: fi
that it operates not directly on the measured intensitiesH, but
rather on a contrast-enhancing and normalizing function

x~ki ,k'!5
H~ki ,k'!2Hav~ki!

Hav~ki!
~2.4!

with

Hav~ki!5
*H~ki ,k'!dk'

*dk'

. ~2.5!

It has been shown theoretically24 that the use of such ax
function helps to partially remove the self-interference ter
uR(k)u2 and uO(k)u2 in the DLEED intensity in Eq.~2.2!,
which give rise to high intensities around the origin of t
reconstructed real space distribution. More importantlyx
has been designed to remove effects due to partial orde
among the adsorbates. Since for flat substrates~i.e., those not
exhibiting steps! the lattice factorS in Eq. ~2.1! is an exclu-
sive function ofki , it is unaffected by the integrals overk'

in the definition ofx and hence cancels out. Deviations fro
perfect lattice-gas disorder at higher coverages, which g
rise to modulations ofS, can thus be efficiently suppressed17

The anisotropic scattering of low energy electrons by
adsorbate beam splitter makes the local environment of
adsorbate show up only within the forward-scattering co
of the incident wave when images are reconstructed by
vious inversion algorithms.25 Full 3D images are only
formed with such algorithms by taking sets of DLEED da
of different electron energies for each of a number~at least
two! of different directions of incident electrons.14,15 Of
course, this causes considerable experimental effort and
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would be preferable to use a set of DLEED patterns from
the most reliably-measured normal incidence data, which
low us to improve the data quality by off-line averagin
according to the underlying surface symmetry. This becom
possible with the use of the CORRECT algorithm, due to
compensation for the anisotropy of the reference wave
estimating its value at the position of a scatterer, by inclus
of the kernel

K~ki ,k' ;r !5F f a~k i• r̂ !1C

r
G21

. ~2.6!

under the integral in Eq.~2.3!. Here f a(k i• r̂ ) is the atomic
scattering factor of the adsorbate,k̂ i is the direction of elec-
tron incidence, andC is the so called kernel constant~which
we take to be real, and which represents a zeroth-order
proximation to the backscattering by the substrate prior
scattering by the adsorbate!. An order of magnitude estimat
can be made forC from its theoretical derivation~leading to
CONi.0.75 Å andCKNi.2.20 Å for both of the systems
O/Ni and K/Ni, treated in this paper!.24 In general, the effect
of C is well defined and hence its value can also simply
optimized, such that all atoms in the local adsorption geo
etry show up with similar brightness.26

This algorithm has been shown to give reliable imag
using theoretical,24,26 as well as experimental, DLEED
data.16,17

III. DLEED AND LEED INTENSITIES

Even though research on surfaces giving rise to diff
LEED intensities can provide important information on in
tial ~disordered! stages of adsorption, the great majority
structures investigated manifest long-range order in the p
parallel to the surface~henceforth referred to as thelateral
plane!. Particularly, many systems, where this order resu
in the surface having larger lateral unit cells than that of
bulk, put rather heavy demands on the standard quantita
LEED analysis. The large number of structural parameter
be determined increases exponentially the number of
structures to be considered. For such structures, the la
factor S becomes a sum ofd functions with peaks at the
reciprocal lattice rods due to the period of the new sup
structure. In other words, destructive interference betw
the waves originating from different adsorbate-substr
clusters extinguishes all diffraction intensity but that conc
trating in the newly formed, sharp superstructure spots.

Nevertheless, these superstructure spots have been p
to contain the same crystallographic information on the lo
environment of the adsorbate: as long as scattering betw
different adsorbates can be neglected, the diffuse inten
from an adsorbate and its local surroundings correspon
to a particular value ofki has the same energy dependence
the superstructure spot intensity from an ordered array
such adsorbates in an equivalent local adsorption geome10

and of a surface reciprocal lattice vector equal to the sa
value ofki . As pointed out earlier,11 the superstructure spot
may be thought of as sampling the DLEED intensity dis
bution of the corresponding lattice gas on a finite grid. It w
also shown that the neglect of intra-adsorbate scatte
t
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holds even for relatively dense superstructures under nor
electron incidence.11

With this understanding, a DLEED holographic inversio
algorithm like CORRECT may, in principle, be applied
superstructure spot intensities—in particular, since the la
takes its input diffraction intensities on a Cartesian grid
reciprocal space. The only apparent difference is that
finite sampling breaks down the integral overki to a discrete
sum. However, a numerical implementation of the reco
struction algorithm does this even in DLEED, so that the r
difference is the stronglyreduceddata resolution inki .26 In
this respect, the larger the new surface period, the m
fractional-order spots and hence the more data left for
algorithm and the more similar the situation becomes to
former DLEED case. Recently, the CORRECT algorith
was thus successfully applied to thep(333) reconstruction
of SiC~111!.9 The high density of superstructure spots cor
sponding to such a large reconstructed surface unit cel
lowed the application of the DLEED algorithm without an
modifications caused by the finite sampling. Differences t
appear for small ordered superstructures with their even
ther restricted database will be addressed in the next sec

Note that the application to SiC~111! highlights the fact
that, for ordered superstructures, it becomes irrelevant
holography whether the microscopic beam splitter is an
sorbate on top of a substrate or belongs intrinsically to
substrate itself as in the case of adatoms in surface re
structions. This increases considerably the number of s
tems to which holographic LEED may be applied. The ma
requirements are that the beam-splitter atom is the princ
cause of the break of the bulk lateral periodicity and th
there be only one such atom per superstructure unit cell~in
order to prevent intermixing of images centered on seve
such holographic reference-wave sources!. If large, inequiva-
lent adsorbate overlayer domains exist on the surface
resulting image would be a simple superposition of the lo
atomic structure around each adsorbate. Since the re
structed image reveals essentially the local bonding ge
etry of the adsorbates, even the existence of more than
inequivalent superstructure domain is immaterial, provid
the local geometries of the adsorption sites are identical.

As a last point, it is important to mention that for th
application to conventional LEED data, the strong reduct
in ki data resolution goes hand in hand with a strong incre
in the available energy range and data quality. Conventio
LEED spot intensities can be measured up to much hig
energies~.400– 500 eV and even higher at low temper
tures! than DLEED distributions, which suffer from disturb
ing effects from the much brighter substrate Bragg spo11

and greater contributions from thermal diffuse scattering
higher energies. Since atomic scattering factors show a m
weaker energy dependence at elevated energies, this
tionally accessible data range is also particularly favora
for any holographic inversion algorithm, which tends to re
on rather smoothly varying electron scattering properti
Further, the signal-to-noise ratio of the bright discrete sp
is much higher than that of diffuse intensities, and contrib
tions from thermal diffuse scattering are less important a
easier to subtract. In conclusion, the data acquisition of
crete LEED diffraction spots is thus much more standard
reliable than that of diffuse LEED distributions. Cons
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quently, the extension of holographic inversion algorithms
ordered systems will make this technique much more ap
cable to a wider range of systems.

IV. LIMITS OF VALIDITY FOR SMALL
SUPERSTRUCTURES

Even though the above-mentioned application
SiC(111)-p(333) employed the unmodified CORRECT a
gorithm, it can only be seen as an intermediary step towa
the real extension of DLEED holography to ordered sup
structures. There are very few such large-unit-cell rec
structions with the additional requirement of having only o
prominent atom to serve as a holographic beam splitter
general, surface structures will show smaller periodicit
with even less fractional-order spots remaining for the inv
sion algorithm. In this case, the coarse sampling must
dently result in perturbing effects on the integral transfo
designed for continuous data distributions. Hence, there
two questions to be addressed:~i! Will there be restrictions
on the general validity of the method?~ii ! Is there a way to
make more efficient use of the smaller quantity of the
maining data? We will treat question~i! first and defer ques
tion ~ii ! to the next section.

When considering restrictions on the general validity,
key point to notice is that the primary consequence of
prevailing surface periodicity is to reduce the continuouski

integral in Eq.~2.3! to a discrete sum. Since the term insi
the square brackets in Eq.~2.3! is a slowly varying function
of r , this two-dimensional integral is essentially a Four
transform in ki . The problem encountered here is hen
similar to the well-known numerical problem of discre
Fourier transforms. The sampling theorem27 states in this
case, that when a function that is not bandwidth limited
sampled on discrete intervals of magnitudeD, there will be a
frequency range in the dual space limited by theNyquist
frequencyf c :28

@2 f c ; f c# with f c5
2p

2D
. ~4.1!

All power spectral densities of the original function th
would lie outside of this range will be spuriously move
inside byaliasing, and the Fourier transform will be periodi
due to aliasing of the spectral density outside off c .

For the application of this theorem to our present pro
lem, consider for simplicity a laterally one-dimensional e
ample with a surface reconstruction with a period ofn times
the bulk one. This gives rise to (n21) fractional order dif-
fraction spots per Brillouin zone in the LEED pattern. T
sampling intervalD will thus beg/n, whereg is the magni-
tude of the reciprocal lattice vector corresponding to the
eral bulk periodicity given by

g5
2p

ap
~4.2!

and ap the lateral lattice constant. Substitution in Eq.~4.1!
determines theNyquistcritical frequency to be

f c5
nap

2
. ~4.3!
o
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Let us think of some hypothetical superstructure perio
icities: n51 represents same periodicity of bulk and surfa
and hence results in no fractional-order spots. Our ho
graphic method is not applicable here. On the other ha
n.2 leads to a larger number of fractional-order spots an
larger usable data density. Any restrictions on the al
rithm’s validity will be expected to affect such a case littl
and one can argue that it suffices to derive such limits for
worst case, namelyn52.

From Eq.~4.3! above,f c5ap for this case. However, so
far we have neglected the fact that the integer-order sp
have to be excluded from the inversion algorithm since th
are dominated by pure substrate scattering paths. This
double the effective sampling intervalD to g and conse-
quently halve the critical frequency toap/2. On the other
hand, for real laterally two-dimensional cases, the effect
sampling interval may also lie between these two estima
depending on the periodicity in the other lateral directio
For example, consider the LEED pattern from ap(232)
superstructure: there will be rows of superstructure Bra
spots in the direction of each reciprocal lattice vector at
tervals ofg/2 and alternate rows that include integer-ord
spots where the superstructure spots are found at interva
g. Cum grano saliswe may therefore argue, that the critic
frequency for this case must lie somewhere in the range

ap

2
, f c,ap . ~4.4!

The sampling theorem now implies that any real-spa
intensity represented by the functionuB(r )u2 in Eq. ~2.3! that
would normally appear outside a lateral range of6 f c , is
moved inside by aliasing. A natural consequence would
severe image distortions due to these contributions. Fo
nately, the algorithm is saved by the heavy damping of
low energy electrons inside the crystal, which reduc
strongly any contribution to the diffraction intensity from
atoms farther from the adsorbate. Also, holographic fring
due to more distant atoms will be of higher frequency
reciprocal space that may be beyond the available data r
lution. Thus we may deduce that any such aliased contr
tions inside the critical frequency range6 f c be small com-
pared to the real intensities corresponding to true ato
positions@in Fourier transform terms this can be rephras
that H(k) is bandwidth limited#. This reasoning is corrobo
rated by the fact that, in all previous investigations usi
DLEED data, where no such aliasing effects are expec
the only atomic positions recovered belonged to the dir
local adsorption geometry and no intensity due to furth
outlying atoms appeared in the reconstruct
images.16,17,24,26

The more important consequence of the sampling theo
in the present case is the folding out of intensity outside
the critical rangef c . In other words, aliasing restricts th
range of lateral validity of the algorithm to

ap

2
, f c,ap ~4.5!

for p(232) structures. Outside of this range one cannot
sure whether reconstructed intensity is due to real atom
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4106 PRB 58K. REUTERet al.
solely due to aliased contributions. Note, that even in t
worst case, the aliasing doesnot destroy the algorithm’s ap
plicability: the latters’ main task is to recover atomic po
tions of the local adsorption geometry, or the local adat
environment. In almost any imaginable case the lateral
tance of such neighboring atoms is less thanap , and hence
still accessible to the holographic inversion algorithm.
particular, for the case of a hollow-site adsorption on
fcc~001! surface, which we discuss later, the lateral dista
of the four nearest first-layer substrate atoms isap/2 and thus
well within the critical range. Even though the very restrict
data resolution will thus not lead to a breakdown of o
holographic scheme, we must keep clearly in mind its li
ited range in the direction parallel to the surface.

V. DROPPING THE x FUNCTION

We now consider the question whether the limited qu
tity of remaining data in conventional LEED should b
treated differently by a holographic algorithm. After esta
lishing the equivalence, for our purposes, of DLEED a
LEED intensities, it is obvious that the general form of t
3D integral transform does not need to be changed, since
algorithm still targets the same scattering-path phases.
the other hand, as mentioned earlier, the primary purpose
the design of the contrast-enhancingx function in Eq.~2.4!
has been to suppress effects of partial ordering among
adsorbates, which leads to modulations in the lattice factoS.
However, for the case of an ideally ordered superstructure
a flat surface,S becomes a sum ofd functions with equal
value at each of the remaining reciprocal lattice rods. A
filtering effect ofx is thus no longer needed.

The second advantage of presenting data to the inver
algorithm in the form of thex function has been the partia
removal of the self-interference terms in Eq.~2.2!, which
would be expected to give rise only to low-frequency osc
lations in the diffraction pattern. The principal argument f
this is that oscillations inH(k) are due mainly to the
reference-object interference termsR* (k)O(k) and
R(k)O* (k) and that henceHav(ki) as defined in Eq.~2.5!
represents a rough approximation to the remaining s
interference terms inH(k).24 It is clear that this crude esti
mate causes a degradation of the input diffraction data in
construction of thex function. This is of no importance in
the DLEED case, where an abundance of data tends to a
age out such deleterious effects, and allows predomina
the positive consequences of thex function to be noticed.17

With the filtering effect not required for superstructure
and knowing that, due to the limited quantities of availab
conventional-LEED data, it will be advantageous to u
rather the undegraded measured intensitiesH(k) as input to
the reconstruction algorithm, we seek an alternative way
suppress the self-interference contributions to the ima
This can actually be achieved with a much simpler pro
dure: since these terms in the diffraction intensity are prim
rily of low frequency in the diffraction data, they would b
expected to cause distortions mainly in the part of the rec
structed image near its origin.8,12,19,24Given that the origin is
defined by the position of the atomic beam splitter, no ot
atoms are expected within a hard-sphere radius of that
tom or adsorbate. We therefore suggest, that ignoring
s
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image features within such a radius@i.e., settingB(r ) to zero
in that region#, is as effective a method of suppressing t
self-interference terms as by the use of ax function, but
without the danger of degradation of the useful holograp
fringes in the diffraction data.

VI. TEST CASE OF O/Ni „001… p(232)

With these modifications, our algorithm should be app
cable to LEED data from smaller ordered superstructu
Such data are characterized by a lower reciprocal-space
sity of fractional-order spots, and there may indeed be
lower limit to this density for effective holographic recon
struction. Thus in the order of surface structures, as cha
terized by overlayer sizes, holographic LEED promises
occupy a niche essentially complementary to that of conv
tional quantitative LEED methods: the smaller surface u
cells possess a limited number of free structural parame
and can be almost routinely solved by standard trial-a
error procedures,4 while the larger superstructures are mo
problematical due to the exponential scaling with the num
of parameters, as discussed earlier. In contrast, the la
density of fractional-order Bragg spots from the larger ov
layer unit cells makes their LEED pattterns more favora
for an holographic analysis, as our earlier work on t
SiC~111! ~333! has already demonstrated.9 In the present
paper we show that even superstructures as small asp(2
32), which have in the past posed considerable difficult
for conventional LEED analysis, may be brought within t
purview of the holographic method.

As an initial test system we chose thep(232) phase of
O/Ni~001!. Because this is an extensively investigated a
well-known system, it is appropriate for testing metho
ologic advances: since Ni is a strong scatterer and O a weak
one adsorbed very close to the surface, it can be argued
this structure represents a rather unfavorable scenario for
lographic techniques, which rely on dominant scattering
the O atom to enhance the reference wave and a suppre
of intra-Ni and O-Ni multiple scattering. A successful reco
ery of the adsorption site in this case would suggest a gen
applicability of our method, especially on, e.g., lighter sc
tering substrates like Si.

VII. IMAGE DISPLAY SCHEME

The reconstructed images in this paper will be display
in perspective to reveal their full 3D real-space geome
The functionuB(r )u2 is calculated from Eq.~2.3! on a grid of
0.2 Å resolution inside a cylinder of depth 3.5 Å and a late
radius of 2.0 Å, consistent with our estimate of the limits
lateral validity for the unit-cell parameterap52.49 Å for Ni.
All atoms that specify the local adsorption geometry
O/Ni(001)-p(232) are located within this volume and the
positions should therefore be retrievable by our meth
Small spheres, with diameters proportional to the rec
structed intensityuB(r )u2 and whose gray shading varie
from white for the lower intensities to black for the high
ones, are drawn at the grid points. The origin of the coor
nate system is defined by the adsorbate~beam splitter!,
which is artificially added to facilitate the understanding. N
intensity is calculated inside a sphere of 1.0 Å around t
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origin to suppress the self-interference terms as reaso
above.

Even though the commonly used 2D cut planes throug
reconstructed image may be more suited for an exact an
sis of the atomic positions,26 we believe that the overall 3D
presentation of the reconstruction result not only is m
honest ~no choice of presentation of ‘‘particular’’ cu
planes!, but also focuses better on the main task of the ho
graphic technique: a direct insight into the essential featu
of a structure, i.e., in this case the adsorption site.

VIII. SIMULATED DATA FROM UNRECONSTRUCTED
SUBSTRATES

As a first step we simulated LEEDI (V) data for a sim-
plified O/Ni(001)-p(232) geometry: O residing in the four
fold symmetric hollow site of a bulk-truncated Ni~001! sur-
face at an adsorption height of 0.9 Å.29 The simulation was
carried out with the standard van Hove-Tong computer co2

using up to 11 phase shifts representing atomic scatte
properties~this was found to be appropriate for the env
sioned energy range!. The data set generated comprises
I (V) curves of all fractional-order spots for the energ
100–400 eV. This represents a typical and experiment
feasible range for LEED investigations. To closely simula
the conditions of a typical LEED experiment, the only da
used was that collectible from within a 50° polar semiang
which corresponds to the standard angular range of con
tional electron detectors,4 and additionally had been show
to be the most appropriate in earlier holographic DLEE
investigations.26

The reconstructed image shown in Fig. 1 clearly identifi

FIG. 1. Recovered local geometry of the O adsorption site fr
LEED data calculated for a model Ni(001)-p(232) surface with
an unreconstructed substrate. The electron energy range of the
used is 130–400 eV, the kernel constantC50.70 Å, and the maxi-
mum noise level in the image was found to be 44% of the max
denoting the atom positions. For details on the display proced
see Sec. VI.
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the fourfold adsorption site. An unambiguous distinction b
tween the five atoms of the Ni local adsorption geometry a
remaining residual ‘‘noise’’ on the image is easily possib
The highest such noise at nonatomic locations is at 44%
the intensity of the identified atoms. The constantC in the
integral kernelK of Eq. ~2.6! has been optimized to a valu
of 0.70 Å to give approximately equal intensity for both firs
and second-layer atoms.26 This value agrees very well with
the order-of-magnitude estimate derived from theory as
scribed in Sec. II.

The most important property of a direct inversion alg
rithm when applied toa priori unknown systems, is its sta
bility. No fundamentally different information, that coul
lead to wrong predictions of structural features, should
reconstructed when changing the parameters of the a
rithm. With most of the data base parameters dictated by
experiment, the most influential one left to be adjusted is
energy range of the data. Since the effect of the finite ene
integral in Eq.~2.3! is only to suppress, and not toerase
multiple scattering contributions, it is to be expected that
image quality can vary as a function of the energy ran
used. Due to anisotropies in the atomic scattering fac
sometimes even smaller ranges may lead to improved
ages. However, changing the upper and lower energy bou
aries should not result in completely different images, on
basis of which wrong adsorption sites would be inferred. W
checked this and found the image to be stable when incr
ing the lower boundary or decreasing the upper one by
proximately 60 eV, i.e., the maximum intensities were
ways found at the site of the five identified atoms. The use
even smaller energy ranges caused the collapse of the a
rithm as expressed by very noisy images with many n
intensity peaks. So, no false adsorption site could have b
obtained from the present data.

The vertical position of all atoms is retrieved to within
0.2 Å accuracy. As already experienced with DLEED data26

the lateral position of the first-layer Ni atoms, which appe
only due to the inclusion of the integral kernelK, has a much
greater uncertainty of.0.5 Å. Also, this lateral position can
shift inwards or outwards~see results in the next section!
depending on the exact scattering geometry. This effect
to be related to the simplicity of the compensating kern
which at its present stage includes only a zeroth-order
proximation to the backscattering properties of the syste24

and is hence very sensitive to details of the atomic scatte
factors. However, the unambiguous recovery of the esse
features of a structure~like the adsorption site!, is more than
sufficient to allow a subsequent refinement by the conv
tional quantitative LEED analysis.

To verify the generality of the result obtained, we sim
lated a second data set, with a different adsorbed chem
species and adsorption height, but with all other parame
unchanged. Consistent with the determination of the rela
K/Ni(001)-c(432) structure,30 we positioned K in the four-
fold hollow site with an adsorption height of 2.56 Å in
hypotheticalp(232) arrangement. Figure 2 shows that th
adsorption geometry is reconstructed with quality and cla
comparable to that in the case of O/Ni. The optimized ker
constantC52.35 Å again corresponds very well to its the
retical estimate. The slightly higher noise level of 63%
probably related to the K scattering factor, but neverthel
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allows an unambiguous identification of all 5 atoms.31 The
new vertical positions due to the enlarged adsorption he
are again correct within 0.2 Å and the lateral shift of t
first-layer atoms is comparable to the previous case.

The stability encountered with respect to changes of
energy range used is even increased with respect to O
~variations of up to 90 eV are possible!, which corroborates
our hypothesis of O/Ni as an unfavorable system for hol
raphy: the smaller multiple K-Ni scattering due to the i
creased adsorption height, together with the stronger re
ence wave due to the K, reduce the required minimu
energy range for multiple-scattering suppressi
Consequently, we are led to believe that the two results
sented here suggest the general applicability of the mod
CORRECT algorithm.

IX. REALISTIC SIMULATION FROM RECONSTRUCTED
SUBSTRATES

A typical concern often raised about results of the ty
presented in the last section is that such simplified sim
tions cannot be compared to real data as obtained from
realistic structure. Since the van Hove-Tong computer c
takes proper account of all multiple scattering, the main d
ference between data as in the last section and theore
data as used for actual quantitative LEED analyses con
of two points: thermal vibrations and structural deviatio
from bulklike truncation such as, e.g., layer relaxations
buckling. It is then argued that both effects might possi
influence the holographic algorithm.

In order to address this question, we simulated a data
where all structural and nonstructural parameters involve
the dynamical LEED calculation were taken exactly as th
had been obtained in the previous quantitative analysis of
O/Ni(001)-p(232) system.29 Coincidentally, our previous

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, except for a model K/Ni(001)-p(2
32) structure. The electron energy range was 160–385 eV,
kernel constantC52.35 Å and the maximum noise level at 63%
the maxima at the atom positions.
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test system proved again to be a rather unfavorable one
respect to both of the above-mentioned features: not onl
the determined vibrational amplitude of the O of 0.3 Å u
usually high, but also the Ni substrate experiences re
ations of the first two layer spacings~d1251.80 Å andd23
51.75 Å!, and a relatively strong buckling of 0.10 Å in th
second layer. In common with the previous simulations,
full data set comprised again of all fractional-order spots
the energy range 100–400 eV and the holographic rec
struction was carried out by exactly the same procedure
described in the last section.

Consequently, the result shown in Fig. 3 is particula
gratifying. The local adsorption geometry is recovered jus
clearly as from the simplified data. Stability with respect
changes of the energy range used and the accuracy o
recovered atomic positions are found to match very well w
the ones described in the preceding section. Note, howe
that the unstable lateral position of the first-layer atoms n
appears shifted inward from the correct value as had alre
been pointed out in the last section. Interestingly, the ove
noise level in the image is, at 37%, even slightly lower f
this ‘‘tougher’’ more realistic model. Knowing that therma
vibrations lead to a reduction of the effective electron coh
ence length, it might actually be argued that this effect he
reduce disturbing multiple-scattering contributions due to
oms further from the adsorbate and hence benefits a h
graphic inversion.

However, the theoretical objection concerning structu
deviations from bulklike positions has to be taken more
riously. Any substrate atom whose position deviates fr
that expected from its ideal lattice position, such as the bu
led second-layer Ni atom, could, in principle, act as anot
conduit for electrons to the fractional-order Bragg spots. T
standard argument for neglecting these contributions in

e

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1, except that the LEED data is calcula
from a model that had been fitted to experimental LEED data i
previous quantitative LEED study. This model includes reconstr
tion of the substrate and fitted thermal vibration parameters.
electron energy range used was 112.5–362.5 eV, the kernel
stantC50.95 Å and maximum noise level found to be 37% of t
maxima at the atoms.
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holographic theory has been that atoms that only di
slightly from their lattice positions contribute rather weak
to the resulting diffraction intensity, in comparison to th
major rupture of the periodicity due to the introduction of
new atom, such as an adsorbate or adatom. As a fur
theoretical test, we repeated the simulation for the reali
O/Ni(001)-p(232) geometry, but this time with the
second-layer buckling artificially doubled to 0.2 Å. Even f
this case, the complete adsorption geometry was again
trievable under otherwise identical parameters. The only
parent effect of the increased buckling amplitude seemed
flected in a rise of the overall noise level to 62%. This can
seen as a corroboration of the argument that the breakin
the bulk periodicity by a deviation of the position of a su
strate atom leads to contributions to the fractional-order
tensities that may degrade the simple picture of the adsor
or adatom as the only path to those fractional-order sp
However, the recovery of a good image, even in this ca
clearly suggests that their contribution is small and o
serves to increase the background noise level on the im

These results also help explain the success of our ea
work9 for the reconstructed SiC(111)-p(333) structure. In
that case the application of our algorithm to fractional-ord
Bragg spot data was able to recover an accurate image o
local site of an adatom despite the fact that other atoms in
surface unit cell were deviated from their positions in
unreconstructed layer.

X. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

As a last step we try to invert experimental data of t
O/Ni(001)-p(232) system. After standard crystal prepar
tion, the Ni substrate was subjected to an expos
231028 mbar of O for 60 sec at 90 K. Subsequent anneal
at 500 K led to the formation of a sharpp(232) superstruc-
ture pattern as evidenced in Fig. 4. The measurement
performed using the standard Video-LEED system dev
oped in Erlangen4,32 and included four-fold symmetry aver
aging according to the expected rotational symmetry of
diffraction pattern. The full data set comprises the eight sy
metry inequivalent fractional-order beams closest to spec

FIG. 4. Experimental LEED pattern from a O/Ni(001)-p(2
32) surface for an electron energy of 100 eV. The inset shows
I (V) curve of the~1

2 0! beam.
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reflection in the energy range 90–344 eV. Good agreem
of this enlarged data set was found with the three fraction
order spotI (V) curves used in the earlier quantitative LEE
study.29

Figure 5 shows the reconstructed local adsorption ge
etry. Although the experimental data set is smaller with
spect to the total energy range and the total number
fractional-order beams, we nevertheless find essentially
same stability, accuracy, and unambiguity of the image
described for the other data sets. Even on reducing the n
ber of symmetrically inequivalent beams used to the fi
nearest to the~00! beam in the diffraction patterns, the imag
continued to reliably show the four-fold hollow adsorptio
site with an only slightly degraded overall image quality.

This final result shows, that no particularly large data
needs to be measured to ensure a proper working of
reconstruction algorithm. Rather, it is the sameI (V) curves
that are measured for a quantitative LEED analysis that a
provide the input to the holographic inversion. Ultimately,
is only this similarity of required data that can make ho
graphic LEED a practically useful complement to the est
lished quantitative LEED analysis at the present time.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in this paper that a fully thre
dimensional image of the adsorption site of atoms formin
p(232) overlayer on a metal surface may be recove
from a data set that might typically be measured in the us
practice of conventional LEED studies, i.e., one from just
most reliably measured normal-incidence LEED data. W
have demonstrated this first for a simulated data set fr
models of O/Ni(001)-p(232) and K/Ni(001)-p(232) sur-
faces with unreconstructed substrates. The usual pictur
holographic LEED from adsorbates on surfaces assumes
the intensities of the fractional-order spots arise only fro
scattering paths that include a scattering at the adsorb
This is not strictly true in the presence of substrate rec
structions, which also cause deviations from the periodic

e

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3, except that the image is computed f
experimental data from a O/Ni(001)-p(232) surface. The energy
range used was 90–344 eV, the kernel constantC50.33 Å and the
maximum noise level was 50% of the maxima at the atoms.
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of the bulk lattice. O/Ni(001)-p(232) is a particularly well-
known system with an adsorbate-induced substrate re
struction. We show that realistic LEEDI (V) curves calcu-
lated from the accepted model of this substr
reconstruction also give a clear and unambiguous h
graphic image of the local adsorption site of the O atom
similar image is also reconstructed from experimental LE
data from this surface.
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